Abstract: Measuring innovation is a challenging but essential task to improve business performance. To tackle this task, key performance indicators (KPIs) can be used to measure and monitor innovation. The objective of this study is to explore how KPIs, designed for measuring innovation, are used in practice. To achieve this objective, the author draws upon literature on business performance in accounting and innovation, yet moves away from the functional view. Instead, the author focuses explicitly on how organizational members, through their use of KPIs in innovation, make sense of conflicting interpretations and integrate them into their practices. A qualitative in-depth case study was conducted at the innovation department of an organization in the process industry that operates production sites and sales organizations worldwide. In total, 28 interviews and complementary observations were undertaken at several organizational levels (multi-level). The empirical evidence suggests that strategic change, attributed to commoditization, affects the predetermined KPIs in use. Notably, these KPIs in innovation are used, despite their poor fit to innovation subject to commoditization. From a relational perspective, this study indicates that in innovation, KPIs are usually complemented by or supplemented with other information, as stand-alone KPIs exhibit a significant degree of incompleteness. In contrast to conventional studies in innovation and management accounting, this study explores the use of key performance indicators (KPIs) in innovation from an interpretative perspective. This perspective advances our understanding of the actual use of KPIs and uncovers the complexity of accounting and innovation, which involve numerous angles and organizational levels. Practically, the findings of this study will inform managers in innovation about the use of KPIs in innovation and the challenges individual organizational members face when using them. In innovation, KPIs appear to be subjective and used in unintended ways. Thus, understanding how KPIs are used in innovation is a game of reading between the lines, and these KPIs can be regarded as misfits.
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1. Introduction

“All too apparently accounting is a phenomenon which is what it isn’t and can become what it wasn’t!”—(Hopwood 1983)

Creating innovation and capturing value from doing so have considerably changed over the past two decades (Haefliger and Poetz 2016). An increasing focus on innovation is one of the most prevalent changes in the current business environment (Melnyk et al. 2014). Innovation, new business models, and value-driven competition are all considered to be of high importance both now and in the future, and their impact on the management control systems are considered to be significant (Barros and da Costa 2019; Chenhall and Moers 2015; Feeney and Pierce 2018).

Each specific industry context poses different demands on how innovation is measured, managed, and controlled (Bromwich and Scapens 2016; Messner 2016). The processing industry, for example, which is the case context of this study, is subject to commoditization. Commoditization is defined as a unique phenomenon of evolving marketing
competition characterized by increasing homogeneity of products, higher price sensitivity among customers, lower switching costs, and greater industry stability (Matthyssens and Vandenbempt 2008; Reimann et al. 2010). Commoditization increases the pressure to innovate while simultaneously securing a price-competitive and high-quality raw material supply base with a long-term perspective, in addition to the development of such raw materials (Lager 2016; Reimann et al. 2010). Commoditization, as a strategic change, affects the control systems that help managers accomplish innovation (Chenhall and Moers 2015).

The literature on innovation and accounting presents several research streams (Barros and da Costa 2019; Feeney and Pierce 2018; Major et al. 2018). One strand of research in management accounting and control (MAC) has a functionalist perspective on innovation and accounting (Davila and Oyon 2009; Moll 2015). This stream of MAC focuses on KPIs having the right “fit” (Melnyk et al. 2014), rather than what is actually used in practice (Bourne et al. 2018; Richtner et al. 2017). Innovation, however, requires KPIs to continually adjust to complex situations in various contextual settings (Fagerlin and Lövstål 2020; Okwir et al. 2018). Thus, to advance our understanding of the actual use of KPIs, this study used a qualitative method to uncover the complexity of accounting and innovation, which involve numerous angles and organizational levels (Barros and da Costa 2019; Fagerlin and Lövstål 2020).

Despite the increased recognition in the literature of the relevance of accounting in innovation (Feeney and Pierce 2018; Major et al. 2018), studies of performance indicators (such as KPIs) in innovation show inconsistencies, emphasizing that understanding KPIs in innovation is far from complete (Fried et al. 2017; Moll 2015). The objective of this study was, therefore, to explore how KPIs, designed for measuring innovation, are used in practice. In this paper, the researcher draws upon literature on accounting and innovation, yet moves away from the functional view on the design of KPIs in innovation (Laine et al. 2016; Major et al. 2018). Instead, the author focuses explicitly on how organizational members, through their use of KPIs in innovation, make sense of conflicting interpretations and integrate them into their practices (Carlsson-Wall et al. 2016; Laine et al. 2016).

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. Firstly, it adds to the body of knowledge of accounting in innovation. Earlier, in many of these studies on accounting in innovation, special (and sometimes almost exclusive) attention has been given to accounting in research and development (R&D) and new product development (NPD) (Abernethy and Brownell 1997; Feeney and Pierce 2018; Moll 2015; Rockness and Shields 1984). Today, technologies, organizational structures, and enhanced awareness of the business context are acknowledged as important elements to help achieve innovation (Chenhall and Moers 2015; Major et al. 2018). Overall, in MAC research, there is still a weak understanding of how the management accounting and control practice has evolved as a response to this shift in innovation, from being a departmental duty to becoming an organization-wide effort (Davila et al. 2009; Major et al. 2018). In response to this shift in understanding, this study tried to extend the current body of knowledge by proposing a broader view that innovation includes the chain of transforming ideas into value. This view on innovation influences the way innovation is perceived and measured in practice, as the findings of this study show.

Secondly, this study focuses on the actual use of KPIs. Drawing upon previous accounting studies (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016), this paper tries to study, analyze, and interpret accounting in the contexts in which it operates (Hopwood 1972, 1974, 1983; Laine et al. 2016). For this purpose, following previous accounting studies (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Laine et al. 2016), this study draws upon a more interpretative and relational perspective on accounting. This interpretative and relational perspective contrasts the traditionally functionalist perspective on innovation and accounting (Davila and Oyon 2009; Fried 2017; Moll 2015). Earlier studies in innovation and accounting used contingency theory to explain a fit or misfit (Burkert et al. 2014; Fried 2017; Gerdin and Greve 2004; Otley 2016). Inspired by Carlsson-Wall et al. (2016) and Laine et al. (2016), this
study shifts its analytical lens from how KPIs are designed using contingency theory to how KPIs are understood and interpreted at several levels of the organization. This shift allows the researcher to enhance the understanding of the role KPIs play in innovation and, more specifically, how KPIs may shape the way organizational actors make sense of competing interpretations, and prioritize and integrate them into their organizational practices (Laine et al. 2016).

Another contribution of this study is uncovering the consequence of using KPIs in innovation that are incomplete accounting representations and what is done with them in practice. The KPIs in this study appear to portray a misfit with the underlying context of innovation. Changes in the internal and external operating environment of the firm require KPIs in innovation to be adopted, which, in practice, does not appear to be the case. This results in the use of KPIs in innovation that are supplemented with or complemented by information, thus following the reasoning that KPIs should be seen as packages and not as standalone metrics (Grabner and Moers 2013). The official KPIs in this study thus appear to be interpreted and used as incomplete accounting representations (Busco and Quattrone 2017; Jordan and Messner 2012; Wouters and Wilderom 2008). In line with other MAC scholars, this study tries to contribute to the debate regarding the incompleteness of an accounting representation.

2. Theory Background

2.1. Defining Innovation

Innovation has been studied in a variety of ways in accounting (Barros and da Costa 2019; Major et al. 2018). In earlier years, the focus in this research was on a more traditional departmental view of innovation, R&D (research and development), and NPD (new product development) (Abernethy and Brownell 1997; Davila 2000; Jørgensen and Messner 2009, 2010; Rockness and Shields 1984). In recent years, innovation has been studied to include a broader view, encompassing innovation from idea generation to execution and value capture (Davila et al. 2012). As a result, the accounting literature does not have an agreed definition of innovation and this issue creates confusion. This issue also limits the potential for researchers to compare different studies in this field (Franco-Santos et al. 2012).

Considering the research scope of this paper and to overcome this limitation, this paper adopts a broader view of innovation. In this paper, innovation includes the chain of transforming ideas into value (Davila et al. 2009). This view is a synthesis and inclusive view of innovation that includes the adoption of any new product, process, and administrative innovation. In this definition, both the research streams of new product development (NPD) and research and development (R&D) are included, reflecting the overall tendency towards an organizational view of innovation rather than the traditional departmental view, or as a part of commercialization or engineering (Adams et al. 2006).

2.2. Defining KPIs—Key Performance Indicators

Scholars from various functional disciplines have examined a wide range of issues related to the design, implementation, use, and review of KPIs (Goshu and Kitaw 2017; Ittner and Larcker 2003; Micheli and Mari 2014; Neely 2005). However, important innovation KPIs particularly suitable for the strategic management of innovation are still very much absent in MAC research (Fried 2017; Keupp et al. 2012). Scholars have provided many explanations; one such explanation may be that MAC research on KPIs has been more closely related to a positivistic epistemology in which the emphasis has been on the creation of rational early warning control systems based on leading indicators (Bititci et al. 2012). Another explanation is the complexity of the underlying process, which makes it difficult to assess innovation quantitatively (Haldma et al. 2012). Jørgensen and Messner (2010) mention a worrying lack of knowledge of what it actually means to account for and control innovation as an explanation.

Due to the lack of agreement on a definition of performance measurement in management accounting research (Franco-Santos et al. 2007; Micheli and Mari 2014) and, more par-
ticularly, on KPIs (key performance indicators), a clear conceptualization is necessary. The definition of a key performance indicator is an instrument used to quantify the efficiency and/or effectiveness of action that is both quantifiable and verifiable (Melnyk et al. 2014).

2.3. KPIs in Innovation

KPIs in innovation are used to boost and benchmark innovation performance (Richtnér et al. 2017). Several streams have contributed to understanding innovation and KPIs (Barros and da Costa 2019; Lövstål and Jontoft 2017; Major et al. 2018). In the MAC literature, little attention has been paid to the KPIs used in innovation during the use stage of performance metrics and their systems (Bourne et al. 2014; Chenhall et al. 2013; Franco-Santos et al. 2012; Fried 2017; Göshu and Kitaw 2017; Micheli and Mari 2014). In MAC there is substantial research on the contingency approach in innovation and performance measurement (Burkert et al. 2014; Chenhall 2003; Chenhall and Moers 2015; Gerdin and Greve 2004; Otley 2016). Over the years, the trend to apply the contingency approach in MAC research has risen (Granlund and Lukka 2017; Otley 2016). Recently, however, it has been questioned whether the contingency approach suggests an appropriate fit in MAC, innovation, and performance measurement (Fried 2017; Granlund and Lukka 2017; Melnyk et al. 2014). Although the contribution of the contingency approach to MAC is significant, in practice, the contingency approach in innovation and MAC may produce a limited picture of the complexity of real-life organizational settings, potentially leading to mixed results and problems in the development of the theory (Chapman 1997; Granlund and Lukka 2017). This is one of the reasons why other MAC researchers recommend applying a less deterministic and functional approach in studying KPIs in innovation at the use stage (Davila et al. 2009; Davila and Oyon 2009). As an alternative, several scholars have applied a more interpretative and relational perspective to accounting and innovation (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016). This perspective can overcome shortcomings of the functional approaches in innovation and accounting, and be a response to the call for greater usage of qualitative research KPIs in innovation (Barros and da Costa 2019; Lövstål and Jontoft 2017). In this manner, the interaction between context, innovation, and KPIs is studied at several organizational levels (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016). This may provide insight into how KPIs are used and sustained under all explanatory contextual circumstances, and thus pressured to “fit” (Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016).

An interpretative or relational perspective on KPIs’ usage in innovation is not about the ideal fit of KPIs with the underlying context (Fried 2017). Instead, this view identifies KPIs as an accounting inscription, which outlines the social-political aspects of accounting (Robson and Bottausci 2018). By regarding KPIs as an accounting inscription, one acknowledges the ability of accounting numbers to be “interpreted” and “translated” by organizational members and creates a transformation through which an entity becomes material into a sign, an archive, a document, a piece of paper, or a trace (Busco and Quattrone 2017, 2018; Latour 1983). Viewing accounting as an inscription enables one to make sense of its limits as a representational device, of the impossibility for accounting to work as an “answer machine” (Burchell et al. 1980; Busco and Quattrone 2018). Latour (1984, 1987, 1996) is associated with the introduction of the focus upon networks of (accounting) inscriptions, inscription devices, and calculative action in MAC, and bridges a key dimension that had often seemed lacking in social-politically inspired research in accounting (Robson and Bottausci 2018).

Referring to KPIs as an accounting inscription may assist in theoretically making sense of the limits as a representational device (Busco and Quattrone 2018). These representational properties of KPIs may enable them to mediate the paradoxes of governance or tensions in innovation (Lövstål and Jontoft 2017; Michaud 2014; Mouritsen et al. 2001; Mouritsen et al. 2009). In parallel with Michaud (2014), to date, MAC research appears to show what KPIs in innovation should do, but tells rather little about what they actually do.
and how they actually are used. It indicates the fact that to refer to something is always a difficult, active, and, above all, a generative process (Busco and Quattrone 2018). Accounting inscriptions create new spaces of representations that regulate and transform the ethos, boundaries, and operations of the organization, in addition to the human agencies of its employees (Robson and Bottausci 2018). Referring to KPIs in innovation as being an inscription makes it possible to look at the features of the inscription itself, in which mediation of paradoxes such as control-creativity and control-collaboration in innovation can be observed (Lövstål and Jontoft 2017; Michaud 2014).

This interpretative view in MAC, where KPIs are seen as inscriptions, assists in understanding the influences of accounting on visibility, the shaping of behaviors, and, indeed, the unintended consequences that accounting numbers can create—often referred to as “biasing effects” or “what you measure is what you get” (Robson and Bottausci 2018). Jordan and Messner (2012) argue that “accounting information”—even if available in detailed form—provides only for a limited understanding and handling of the complexity of organizational life (Chapman et al. 1997). They also argue that this is one of the reasons why organizational members do not rely “blindly” on accounting information (Jordan and Messner 2012). In their paper, they indicate that organizational members instead contextualize or complement “accounting information” by drawing upon inscriptions or forms of knowledge (Jordan and Messner 2012).

Drawing upon previous accounting studies (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016), this paper documents how KPIs are studied, analyzed, and interpreted in the contexts in which they operate (Hopwood 1972, 1974, 1983; Laine et al. 2016). Observations will thus be made of how organizational members make sense of competing interpretations, and prioritize and integrate them into their organizational practices (Laine et al. 2016).

2.4. Commoditization, Strategic Change, and KPIs in Innovation

Commoditization and strategy are intimately related and, in the processing industry, commoditization can be seen as a driver of strategic change. In the processing industry, the empirical context of this case study, commoditization has increased the pressure to innovate while securing a price-competitive and high-quality raw material supply base with a long-term perspective, in addition to the development of such raw materials (Lager 2016; Reimann et al. 2010). Commoditization, as a strategic change, affects the control systems that help managers accomplish innovation (Chenhall and Moers 2015).

Industry context has recently been adopted as a phenomenon that can be found in many industries and creates a particular set of challenges when controlling for innovation (Bromwich and Scapens 2016; Messner 2016). The occurrence of commoditization challenges the organization to innovate to create value, which in turn is reflected in the KPIs and their use. Various studies have examined the effects of commoditization on strategy, and suggest that organizations faced with commoditization usually choose strategies that create value and differentiation (Matthyssens and Vandenbempt 2008). Auguste et al. (2006) add that companies should not only understand the new strategic rules of commoditization, but they (companies) should integrate the rules in their existing internal operations. This implies that KPIs in innovation, as certain control practices, will be affected as a result of industry pressures such as commoditization (Bromwich and Scapens 2016; Messner 2016).

Several strategies can be implemented in response to the competitive pressures of commoditization. In this context of commoditization, the existing literature suggests shifting from basic product offerings to service-based value concepts (Matthyssens and Vandenbempt 2008). Both academia and practice highlight the importance and difficulty in this transition to service-based value offerings (Kowalkowski et al. 2015). In recent decades, scholars have suggested several strategies to make this transition to service-based value concepts and, recently, digitalization and Industry 4.0 have been suggested as tools in this transition (Kowalkowski et al. 2015; Kowalkowski et al. 2017; Vendrell-Herrero et al. 2017).
In essence, there are many strategic implications of commoditization, and several value-added strategies can be used to regain competitiveness (Kashani 2006). Kowalkowski et al. (2015) identify three service growth strategies, i.e., to become (1) an availability provider; (2) a performance provider; and (3) an “industrializer”. Other de-commoditization strategies are suggested in MatthysSENS and Vandenbempt (2008). Here, de-commoditization is the process of restoring differentiation between a company’s products and services and those offered by competitors (Matthyssens and Vandenbempt 2008). De-commoditization strategies can be developed based on three value propositions, i.e., differentiation based on (1) product innovation and superior product qualities; (2) service innovation and customer bonding; and (3) operational excellence and fair value solutions (Matthyssens and Vandenbempt 2008). Newer strategies try to combine innovation and strategy to counter the effects of commoditization, as illustrated by Goffin et al. (2021). They illustrate four strategies; in summary, the data show that innovation and innovativeness is the key means for companies to address commoditization (Goffin et al. 2021).

In the context of this case study, commoditization and associated strategic change are relevant. The interaction between commoditization, strategy, innovation, and KPIs is a unique industry phenomenon to be captured (Messner 2016). This interaction, at different organizational levels, requires KPIs to be in alignment with other controls and strategies (Barros and da Costa 2019). According to MAC research, continuously building new managerial control instruments is the best means to deal with these uncertainties and complexities (Fried 2017; Fried et al. 2017). This industry context may thus explain why there is a difference between the KPIs designed for innovation and those used in practice (expected vs. actual use). The used KPIs may not provide the accounting information necessary to understand the complexity of organizational life (Chapman et al. 1997).

3. Research Setting and Methods

3.1. Research Design

To capture the usage of KPIs in innovation, a qualitative case study was conducted at an innovation department in a single organization. Among qualitative methods, case studies play a particularly important role, because they represent one of the most adopted qualitative methods in business performance and other organizational studies (De Massis and Kotlar 2014; Eisenhardt 1989). This qualitative research was chosen to reveal new insights that have the potential to introduce theorizing in completely new directions (Bansal et al. 2018).

The current paper is among the first to present a case study on KPIs in the processing industry and provides insights into how KPIs in innovation are used. This case study provides insight into how KPIs in innovation are used in this specific industry, which strategically needs to adapt to commoditization (Messner 2016). It shows KPIs as an accounting practice that is a dynamic process, and not a static process. By including several levels of observation (Moll 2015), the dynamics of industry context, strategy (commoditization), and KPIs can be captured less functionally and in a more relational manner.

Several studies show that there is a need for case studies that explore how KPIs within an organization evolve in response to changes in the organization’s internal and external operating environments, especially when innovative responses are required (Bourne et al. 2014; Zarzycka et al. 2019). Because the existing literature on KPI usage in innovation in the processing industry is still scarce, exploratory research using a case study was chosen as the preferred methodology to build knowledge about the phenomenon (Bromwich and Scapens 2016; Fried 2017; Messner 2016; Stebbins 2001; Yin 2013). Exploration, according to Stebbins (2001), is a broad-ranging, purposive, systematic, prearranged undertaking designed to maximize the discovery of generalizations, leading to a description and understanding of an area of social science (such as MAC).

This research took place at the innovation department, which was instated at least a decade ago, within a company in the process industry that operates global production sites and sales offices. The parent company generates annual revenues of more than EUR
1.5 billion, and the company’s headquarters are located in a Nordic country. It has sales and production in the Americas, Asia, and Europe, but the majority of its business is within European countries. The organization has end customers in a large number of sectors, including Automotive, Construction, Electronics, Medical, Feed and Food. Like those at many other large organizations, the innovation department and its teams are cross-functional. In addition to R&D and engineering, people from marketing and manufacturing are also involved in the projects to obtain a nuanced view. Because the innovation department is diffused globally, project members usually work internationally, located in different subsidiaries. The innovation department is a dispersed organization with multiple departments functioning in several regional markets. As a result, the innovation KPIs and organization in this study can be thought of as a singular example with multiple subcases (Yin 2013). The case was chosen based on the results of a pre-study undertaken in 2014 and recommendations from industry experts.

3.2. Data Collection

The empirical data was composed of semi-structured one-on-one interviews involving 28 individuals (see Table 1). The data collection took place between September 2017 and June 2018, with visits to several locations several times each month. Although semi-structured interviews made up the primary source of data collection, additional sources of data (websites, press releases, internal presentations/documentation, and project reports) were used to triangulate the findings. To prepare the interview rounds and select the case, two preliminary meetings were initiated at the organization’s headquarters. First, exploratory meetings were held with the responsible innovation controller and the senior innovation advisor. Notes were taken during the meeting, and internal documentation regarding the organization’s history of innovation was provided. Secondly, the respondents were selected to give their views on the existing KPIs in innovation. Interviewees were chosen based on a snowball criterion by the key informants in the company. All respondents were sent a personal invitation to participate in the interviews, which took place in the conference room at their work place or their office. In total, the researcher conducted 28 interviews with innovation personnel, project management, business/sales personnel, and senior management, mostly lasting between 20 minutes and one hour (see Table 1).

Table 1. Details of the case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee Position</th>
<th>Level in Hierarchy</th>
<th>No. of Persons Interviewed</th>
<th>Length of Interviews in Total (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice-president</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Innovation</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Business</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of controlling</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global director of engineering</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior innovation staff</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project leader</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation staff</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
<td><strong>38</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
presentation slides from meetings or distributed after meetings, and public documents, such as the parent company’s recent annual reports, were gathered and compared to supplement the interviews.

3.3. Data Analysis

The data analysis aimed to understand what KPIs were used to measure innovation, and how these identified KPIs were interpreted and used by the interviewees. Data analysis consisted of a content analysis method based on the guidance of the prior literature (Bloomberg and Volpe 2018; Brinkmann and Kvale 2015; Schreier 2012). In this study, the researcher moved back and forth between data, theory, and related literature to make sense of their observations (Ahrens and Chapman 2006; Jørgensen and Messner 2010). Through a series of iterations between data collection, analysis, and literature review, the data analysis progressed incrementally from raw data to theoretical interpretation (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007; Graebner et al. 2012). Several steps were taken to ensure data trustworthiness. First, multiple sources of data were used to triangulate perspectives (Eisenhardt 1989). Second, considerable time was spent in the field, using multiple methods of observation, and being aware of one’s behavior as a field researcher (Ahrens and Chapman 2006; McKinnon 1988). Third, to create a thorough audit trail, the researcher meticulously recorded all of the acquired data (interviews, observations, papers, and emails). Fourth, research participants were shown selected results by the researcher for them to confirm the accuracy of the information and narrative description. Fifth, to improve the reliability and validity of interpretations, the researcher solicited feedback from colleagues both formally (at conferences and seminars) and informally on the emergent concepts and themes. Although the data analysis process was far from linear, three steps of data analysis of the material were followed: (1) coding; (2) condensing/categorizing the material into themes; and (3) interpreting the condensed data in the previous stage considering the literature on innovation and KPIs.

More specifically, iterative steps of coding analysis and data reduction shaped this analytical process, which was based on themes identified by existing scholarly literature (a priori categories), in addition to topics that emerged from the empirical data (in vivo codes). The a priori categories are described in the preceding sections and consist of the perceptions and interpretations of organizational members of innovation and associated KPIs. The influence of industry context and strategy on innovation and KPIs is another theme that was identified in the observations (in vivo) and later matched to the a priori themes. For example, during the interviews, it became apparent that innovation was changing and that there was a demand for service provided by the organizational members working with innovation. An explanation for these tensions between a priori and in vivo codes was found by going back to literature on the subject of commoditization and strategic change. Furthermore, systematic readings and re-readings, in addition to writing up the thematically structured data, were used for analysis and additional data reduction.

4. Findings

The empirical material presented in the following sections illustrates how KPIs of innovation are used. To begin, the interaction between the innovation context and the KPIs in use is captured. Here, this interview series explores how innovation has changed. This is followed by a review of the current KPIs of innovation in use within the company. In the last section, the paper more closely examines the current KPIs in innovation and how they are used in combination with supplementary and complementary information, referred to as reading-between-the-lines information.

4.1. Innovation Organization

To understand the usage of KPIs in innovation, the respondents were first asked to present themselves and their role with or in the innovation department. In addition, they were asked to describe innovation in their current organization.
Before we start controlling and measuring innovation, we first need to define what we mean by innovation. I do not think we have come much further right now in defining innovation and discuss what we mean by innovation in total? What do we mean by innovation in each of our business areas? That is in some way the basis for how we want to measure and control this innovation. Innovation can be so many things. It can be technical innovation, but also logistics. Innovation can be so incredibly difficult.—Business controller

Each of the respondents appears to have their unique view and perception of what innovation is. This is reflected in their answers:

I think innovation is about taking care of the ideas that exist and ensure that we can develop and improve things and come up with new things. We need to handle it both in the short term and in the long-term.—senior innovation staff

Mostly they work in new innovation projects, new products that they develop. I do not work with this in my project, but this with processes, development projects, and existing products. Right now I am working with innovation and new processes and we are trying to duplicate our facilities from one site to another. Three geographical locations are involved in this process. All locations have different prerequisites to test in the lab, so I need to assign it where the capacity is.—project leader

There are different aspects to innovation. It depends on what part of innovation you are talking about. The one I am talking about is technology development, that is, technology. We manufacture some products. We must have technology to manufacture, and my role is precisely in that development process and it then overlaps, with other innovation resources and with technology and operational resources. The whole process towards the development process is going from innovation and then eventually overlaps with operational group.—senior innovation staff

Innovation at this company is complex. It is much more complex than where I worked before. From what I have seen up to now it is important for innovation to create products and applications that are going from commodities to high-end specialty productions.—senior innovation staff

It’s a bit of a difficult question, but in general, I still find the organization quite smooth and fast. In general, I think it can be much better. I’m relatively happy with how things work in innovation, but I think there’s a huge potential for development.—project leader

The definition of innovation is to create profitable growth and at the same time be technical support in the relationship with customers. Provide technical support for our production and being involved in investment projects covered the long-term technical part of investment projects.—director business

I have worked a few decades for this company, in the innovation department. In the beginning, we just were just a department at one location. Nowadays, innovation is conducted in several departments, locations, and organizational levels in the company.—senior innovation consultant

We assess technology, product, or application in innovation. It can be any type. Do not forget that innovation is more than just a product. But the financial innovations and business models are not handled by us.—senior innovation staff

The innovation group is quite huge and includes other project managers with quite a lot of interaction, innovation. We have quite good interaction with other departments, and we are a forced to do.—project manager/innovation staff

Before we had an inside-out approach to innovation. Now with the new board, we have prioritized an outside-in approach.

The company decided to focus strategically on creating and delivering customer value, making delivering customer value an important guideline for innovation. This change of
focus has had an impact on innovation, because with this new strategic focus employees are encouraged to think creatively about customer needs (official documentation). However, the inside-out approach has been discouraged, as innovation should not be done as a standalone process; it should be done with an understanding of the customer promise and to deliver on it (official documentation).

The official documentation underlines that innovation is not a standalone process and that innovation requires organizational effort, not only a departmental effort. The official documentation, in addition to the respondents, illustrate that innovation in this organization encompasses the entire chain from idea to value (Davila et al. 2012).

4.2. The KPIs in Use in Innovation: Expected vs. Actual

The following explores how the respondents use the information derived from the “official” KPIs in their daily work. A goal alignment program was implemented to ensure that innovation became an organizational effort. This program aligned the mission, vision, and subsequent KPIs at all levels of the company, and ensured the focus on the customer at each level (interview CEO, director, staff). In the previous section, the written documentation shows that the innovation organization and its strategy have been subject to change due to commoditization. In this part of the case study, the focus is on how the “official” KPIs are actually used by each of the respondents.

“In 2014, a member of the board and I decided to change the way we follow up innovation, and this KPI for innovation is still found in our organization today.”—CEO

These interviews were conducted in 2017, at the time when the “official” KPIs in innovation had been in place and in use for quite a while (2014–2017). Asking the respondents about the use of these “official” KPIs, and what information they derive from them, led to unexpected responses:

I get no information from the [official] KPIs. [. . . ] To make it more concrete, I do use pipeline value in my job so it is clear that those with the highest pipeline value are given a higher priority than those with a lower pipeline value. That way I use it, but it gives no extra information so to speak.—director of business

To be honest, I have not been looking at the KPIs for innovation, because at the moment they do not give me any information that I can use. I really hope that future work will develop relevant KPIs for this area of our business.—Business controller

Yes, we get values [from the KPIs]. [. . . ] Sure, it’s a measure of how we work, but it’s not the whole measure. Because we have a limited number of KPIs, it does not cover everything. And sometimes you get it right with a KPI and sometimes you get it wrong with the KPI.—innovation director

At a senior level, these official KPIs are questioned. In particular, how they are calculated and derived appears to be a discussion point in some of the interviews. At middle manager and staff levels, the official KPIs are also somewhat used as something that is used by top management but not influenced by their actions.

I get very little information from the KPIs. They [the KPIs] control very little of my everyday life, I think. Because [the KPIs] are mostly used by top management, top management follows them [KPIs] up. My opinion is that they are not communicated so clearly downwards. I’m probably not the only one who says so.—Project leader

Since I have worked here less than a year, I have not really understood which KPIs in innovation are used in the company and how I am expected to use them. At my previous employer, this was clearer from the beginning because we have had many similar projects and predetermined KPIs. This organization has a much broader innovation portfolio that maybe explains why it is difficult for me to understand the innovation KPIs.—Senior innovation staff

Yes, as I said, I’m pretty new to my job. but I have not encountered them [KPIs] very much. I have heard that they [KPIs] were mentioned at the presentation and I know them.
[... I have written down those I know, so to speak. What I may be missing is that they are not really so gathered in one place. I think the KPIs are anonymous, I do not think people take to know them very well. If you gather [KPIs] at one place, make them uniform in some standardized way they would be easily manageable. This could be a suggested improvement.—Project leader

Matching the official KPIs with the KPIs that are used in day-to-day work yields a surprising insight. A review of the responses shows that approximately 90 percent of the respondents do not practically, literally use official KPIs for innovation in their day-to-day job. Respondents are aware that there are KPIs in innovation, but do not appear to know how to apply them in daily work. The value of each of the KPIs is difficult to assess and comprehend because it is aggregated and cannot be influenced by individual action. The pipeline value, for example, is only adjusted quarterly and moves marginally.

4.3. KPIs and Reading-between-the-Lines Information

In the previous interviews, it became clear that the “official” KPIs in innovation do not measure everything, and in most cases provide little information to the organization. The Vice President questions what and how they can measure everything that is financially hidden in innovation:

Can we measure the value of what we [innovation] do on the Intellectual Property side? How can we measure the value of what we do on the Open Innovation side? At the moment it is not visible in these KPIs. How can we measure the value of what we [innovation] do on the support and service side because it is not visible in these KPIs and we spend about 30 percent of our time there?—Vice President

When exploring the use of the official KPIs and the suggestions for future KPIs for innovation, a native language word is encountered, which translates in this context to mean reading-between-the-lines information.

I think this (official) KPI has reading-between-the-lines information. For example, this other unit has assigned their project a much higher value than we have. This has led us to believe that this KPI is not an exact figure but rather it is relative to what the procedure is.—Technology and Business manager

However, there are other areas of innovation where there is reading-between-the-lines information, for example, the fuzzy front end of innovation, or the open-ended processes of innovation. Here, it shows that the KPI only partly provides the required information and therefore is complemented with reading-between-the-lines information:

Now concerning the fuzzy part of innovation, how we value the ideation process, this is not clear in the (official) KPI. We try to contribute to the KPI here [points at the whiteboard]. This is the point where we need to contribute at least three projects, but of course, we needed to review between 75–150 ideas to make this contribution.—Senior researcher

This confirms the first interview response in this section; an identified contribution is made by the fuzzy front end of innovation to the innovation project portfolio. The reading-between-the-lines-information provides supplementary information to the official KPIs, and an explanation for the part that remains unrecorded in the official KPIs.

The intellectual property and intangibles are another contribution of innovation value; here, another source of reading-between-the-lines information can be found. This reading-between-the-lines information comes from the patent office. Although statistics about filed patents are proudly shown and reflected in official statements, their value is less obviously incorporated in the “official” KPIs—as confirmed in the first statement of this section.

Here is my presentation that I gave at one of my meetings about intangible assets. As you can see, the value of intangible assets in companies has risen steeply over the last decade. This is why patent management is so important. We provide and safeguard a lot of value
Another instance of information not being part of any KPI concerns delivering customer value (see the VP’s statement above). Because management wants to increase customer focus and the delivery of service solutions, the KPIs in place should reflect delivery on this promise. However, the customer value created is measured and quantified by increased sales and appears to ignore the 30 percent of innovation staff time allocated to customer service.

With the aid of a prioritization tool, we (innovation staff) are trying to make decisions about which customer gets what time, and when they have priority. This is not part of our normal systems and KPIs, but we are trying to integrate the prioritization that we now do manually into the new system, which will automatically show which customers have priority. I am not sure if this is going to help. Sometimes it feels like demands are made without prior notice? and are given priority by the company or management and then the system is useless.—Innovation staff

This section shows that, although official KPIs are used in innovation, they provide little information on innovation and the value it adds to the rest of the organization. The official KPIs, although they risk being ill-suited for the innovation organization and strategy, in practice, are not discarded. An explanation of why these KPIs are not discarded may be the reading-between-the-lines information found in the interviews. This scorekeeping and unrecorded information are used in addition to the official KPIs to support the value that innovation provides to the bottom line.

5. Discussion

This paper explores the use of official KPIs of innovation in an organization strategically challenged by commoditization. In so doing, it may extend the previous understanding of KPI usage in innovation, which focuses mostly on the KPI usage in NPD, R&D, and advanced research (Major et al. 2018; Moll 2015). The findings confirm that accounting in innovation features multiple stakeholders and individual managerial actors (Barros and da Costa 2019; Major et al. 2018). In the company examined in the case study, innovation is diffused globally, involving multiple stakeholders and managerial actors located in different subsidiaries.

As one of the project managers at the innovation department comments: we are trying to test a couple of things in the lab here on distance, we have two other [remote] locations involved to see whether the new facilities will work and the products can be produced.

Earlier MAC research has primarily focused on NPD and R&D, but more recently, the importance of extending the concept of innovation to issues, such as the business model, service, and open innovation, in addition to collaborative environments, have been stressed (Bedford 2015; Chenhall and Moers 2015; Davila et al. 2012; Fried et al. 2017; Moll 2015). In this study, it is shown that innovation is indeed an organization-wide effort, and to achieve innovation the individual and collective contributions of several stakeholders and individual managerial actors is necessary (Major et al. 2018). Innovation thus includes many processes from idea generation to execution and value capture located in different subsidiaries and countries (Davila et al. 2012).

In this case study, the organization and strategy of innovation were subject to change over time. Earlier, the answers of the senior innovation consultant and the CEO underlined this change in innovation. The innovation organization and its strategy appear to have shifted as a response to commoditization (Kashani 2006; Reimann et al. 2010). The focus areas of the case company’s innovation organization and strategies appear to correspond with all three of the value-added strategies in this figure. These explained that change in innovation, at different levels, requires KPIs to be in alignment with other controls and strategies (Barros and da Costa 2019). MAC research recommends continuously developing new managerial control instruments to retrieve these uncertainties and complexities in
innovation (Fried 2017). In practice, alignment between the innovation strategy and organization and the KPIs is reflected in the information derived from the “official” KPIs in innovation. The evidence gathered shows that KPIs in innovation do not always align with shifts in innovation strategy and organization. This study presented the reasons why these “official” KPIs are still in place, although these could be removed, or updated to align with the context.

Next, this study examined the situated use of performance indicators using a more interpretative and relational perspective on accounting (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016). In so doing, it may extend the previous understanding in MAC research of KPI usage, which has had more a functional, contingency approach (Bititci et al. 2006; Bourne et al. 2000; Fried et al. 2017; Kennerley and Neely 2002; Moll 2015). Drawing upon previous accounting studies (Ahrens and Chapman 2007; Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016), the findings show how to study, analyze, and interpret KPIs in the contexts in which they operate (Hopwood 1972, 1974, 1983; Laine et al. 2016). This shift has allowed the researcher to observe the role KPIs play in innovation and, more specifically, how KPIs may shape the way organizational actors make sense of competing interpretations, and prioritize and integrate them into their organizational practices (Laine et al. 2016). The statement of the innovation direction is an example of this: Yes, we get values [from the KPIs]. [. . . ] Sure, it’s a measure of how we work, but it’s not the whole measure. Because we have a limited number of KPIs, it does not cover everything. And sometimes you get it right with a KPI and sometimes you get it wrong with the KPI. At each moment, the innovation director can decide whether the KPI is wrong or right, and makes sense of competing interpretations. Ultimately, these interpretations are prioritized and integrated into the next action steps.

The interpretative view, as an alternative to a functional view, shows how official KPIs, as inscriptions, translate innovation (Mouritsen et al. 2009; Robson and Bottausci 2018). The differences between these views—functional and interpretative—can be illustrated with the findings in the study. From a functional point of view, the official innovation KPIs, designed in 2014, appear to be clear and appropriate, as the citations of the CEOs highlight. The CEO states in the interview: “In 2014, a member of the board and I decided to change the way we follow up innovation, and this KPI for innovation is still found in our organization today”. On paper, the official innovation KPIs thus appear to have the ideal fit with external and internal conditions, and are adapted to firm-specific objectives of measurement (Brattström et al. 2018). When these “official” KPIs are used in innovation, however, a different story is told, displaying something more similar to a quasi-fit or even a misfit (Fried 2017). The interpretative perspective uncovers that KPIs used in innovation are translated differently by other respondents. As one of the respondents’ comments: “I am aware that we have innovation KPIs at this company, but I do not see how I can use them in my daily tasks. I would like to have the KPIs available in one place and more visible”. The interpretative view shows that “official” KPIs in innovation are used and interpreted differently by each of the respondents in the organization. Here, the representational value of a KPI becomes apparent, where the official KPI is “translated” differently at different organizational levels by different respondents, at different points of time (Mouritsen et al. 2009; Robson and Bottausci 2018).

Each organizational member appeared to have their own use and translation of the official KPIs in innovation, depending on their role and level. This is illustrated by the diversity of responses in the section on KPI usage. The different translations of the KPIs in innovation throughout the organization may show parallels with the study conducted by Mouritsen et al. (2009) In their empirical account, Mouritsen et al. (2009) show that “management accounting calculations do not calculate innovation activities per se but they mediate it. They hardly make the innovation more transparent because they do not model it; rather they mediate between innovation activities and firm-wide concerns and influence the intensity and direction of innovation [activities]. Management accounting calculations add a new perspective to innovation [activities]”. Applying this reasoning to this study, innovation KPIs present a representational value and do not calculate an exact value or
amount; thus, they provide mediation in innovation between levels of the organization (Mouritsen et al. 2009). It could be argued that in innovation, KPIs in use can mediate between the paradoxes of organizational governance and tension between control and creativity (Lövstål and Jontoft 2017; Major et al. 2018; Michaud 2014).

The previous empirical analysis section showed that, in innovation, although the official KPIs in use appear not to provide the necessary information, they are not discarded. Thus, apparently, poor fit metrics do not necessarily need to be ineffective, harmful, or destructive (Bourne et al. 2014; Fried 2017; Melnyk et al. 2014). This study shows that there is indeed a value in “lagging” performance indicators (Melnyk et al. 2014) and companies might have reason to sustain them. Reading-between-the-lines information found in the interviews might explain why KPIs with a poor fit continue to be in place and not discarded. In the empirical poor fit, KPIs produce processes through which incompleteness, partial references, failed accounts, lacking observations, and barren signs all tightly fit together in generating not only faulty and partial inventories (i.e., representations), but also re-combinations, inventions, and alternatives (Busco and Quattrone 2015, 2017, 2018). The fact that these poor fit and incomplete KPIs are not discarded can be seen as an extension of the findings by Busco and Quattrone (2017), which show that “incompleteness provides a space for both reducing organizational complexity (to pragmatically manage it) and expands our knowledge of it through a maieutic process of interrogation”. This may be a first step in understanding how accounting does not need to “ideally” fit the context of innovation but instead shows how accounting in a quasi-fit or misfit can manage the paradoxes and tensions in innovation (Jordan and Messner 2012; Lövstål and Jontoft 2017; Michaud 2014; Robson and Bottausci 2018).

These empirical observations lead to another important insight concerning the incompleteness of KPI accounting representations (Jordan and Messner 2012; Wouters and Wilderom 2008). Specifically, this study finds support that KPIs are not used in isolation (Rowe et al. 2012). The reading-between-the-lines information supplemented or complemented the official KPIs and hardened soft data (Rowe et al. 2012). As explained earlier, one of the explanations of why the official KPIs in use are rendered incomplete may be the shift towards innovation becoming an organization-wide effort. This reading-between-the-lines information explains the unmeasurable or not-measured in innovation, such as intangibles, customer support, and value for example (see Section 4.3). The existence of the reading-between-the-lines information may show that the KPIs in innovation may not deliver what they promise, but generate effects other than those its designers wanted them to produce (Busco and Quattrone 2015; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016).

6. Conclusions

The findings of this study explore the usage of KPIs in innovation and advance our understanding of MAC research. This study highlights that “official” and “predetermined” KPIs in innovation are used, despite their poor fit to innovation (Fried 2017; Melnyk et al. 2014). Thus, this study has explored how, under the strategic pressures of commoditization, KPIs are being used that are lagging or incomplete in relation to their underlying context (Jordan and Messner 2012; Melnyk et al. 2005; Melnyk et al. 2014). It highlights that there is a certain misfit between KPIs in innovation, where KPIs are not contingent upon the changes in innovation strategy and organization. This lack of fit, misfit, or quest for the perfect quasi-fit illustrated here, does not need to hinder using KPIs or render KPIs obsolete (Busco and Quattrone 2017; Fried 2017).

This interview series involved multiple organizational levels of analysis and uncovered that the KPIs being used in innovation are associated with processes of “inscription”, “translation”, in addition to processes of “contingency” and “fit” (Busco and Quattrone 2018; Fried 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2001; Mouritsen et al. 2009). This study highlights that the perceived view and definition of innovation at different organizational levels and different points of time affect the use of KPIs in innovation. The findings show that innovation is no longer a departmental duty, but concerns all organizational levels responsible for the chain
from idea to value (Davila et al. 2012). The empirical evidence indicates that the evolution of innovation towards an organization-wide effort has affected the KPIs that are used and their perceived completeness and fit with innovation (Chenhall and Moers 2015; Fried 2017). When KPIs were used in innovation, they did not fit the context of innovation where commoditization and associated strategic rules were implemented, and thus were used in unintended ways. This study concludes that KPIs that poorly fit innovation are little used as a standalone metric, which was unexpected (Busco and Quattrone 2015, 2017; Rowe et al. 2012). KPIs with a poor fit in innovation display incompleteness in usage, but surprisingly, this fact did not lead to ineffective, harmful, or destructive consequences (Bourne et al. 2014; Fried 2017; Melnyk et al. 2014).

The implications of the findings for management are, first, that it is important to review the use of KPIs in organizations regularly, especially for KPIs that are operating in innovation. The intangible aspects of innovation, in certain types of innovation, e.g., service innovation, are problematic to assess with KPIs, which has implications for implementing appropriate KPIs. Secondly, management should ensure that everyone working on innovation is on the same page, which implies that the definition of innovation and how it is accomplished in the organization should be a focal point of discussions before any metrics should be put in place (Adams et al. 2006; Edison et al. 2013). Thirdly, not only design, but also KPI usage, functionality, and updates/reviews, are necessary to keep up with the rising complexity of innovation and metrics (Braz et al. 2011; Nudurupati et al. 2016; Okwir et al. 2018). Fourthly, KPIs in innovation, especially those used to evaluate and reward an individual, team, or organizational actions, will subsequently be used as a social-political tool, or, as is suggested in this paper, as an inscription. Thus, KPIs are “translated”, “interpreted”, and “complemented” to understand or to establish power. Managers should be aware that KPIs are not just reporting accounting information, but can be used as a tool in political games in organizations (Kirsner 2015). Similarly, an implication for policymakers or shareholders/stakeholders is that KPIs in innovation only tell part of the story of innovation performance. Policymakers should be aware that “past performance is no guarantee for future success” especially in the use of KPIs in innovation.

Furthermore, implications for policymakers can be derived from this study, because promoting and measuring innovation in organizations is also of utmost importance for them. In the process of screening and overseeing companies’ innovation, policymakers should be aware of the problems associated with measuring innovation, and clarify together with companies the type of innovation that is being measured and the part of innovation being measured, and its input, output, outcome, or process (Davila et al. 2012; Edison et al. 2013). Another implication for policymakers is to not take the measured value, the accounting number, as a given, and allow organizational members to complement and supplement these static and quantitative inscriptions with other types of qualitative data. To assess innovation performance in organizations, policymakers should encourage and apply slack in their KPIs; this will provide organizations with the leeway to regroup and manage innovation with “degrees of failure” and an “error margin”. Here, the conversational value of KPIs in innovation is more important than an exact number (Brattström et al. 2016). In addition to its contributions, this paper is subject to limitations and provides possibilities for future research. This study only involves a single case study at one organization and can be seen as explorative. The challenges found in using KPIs in innovation provide the researcher with the possibilities to explore and explain: (1) how innovation influences KPI usage; (2) how understanding KPI usage can influence future KPI review, update, and design; (3) how multiple level analysis in KPI usage can influence future KPI review, update, and design; (4) how strategic pressures and industry context can influence KPI usage and their alignment with innovation; (5) how incomplete KPIs still can have the explanatory power and still be useful in practice; and (6) how applying a “coordination approach” or “orchestrating approach” to existing MCS, existing KPIs, and new KPIs, assists MAC researchers in departing from the traditional greenfield approach (Carnes et al. 2017; Lohman et al. 2004). The challenge in MAC research, where the KPIs should “fit”
or be “contingent” upon its underlying context, shows opportunities for further research in actual rather than “desirable” accounting practice (Chenhall et al. 2013; Chenhall and Moers 2015). Future research into these issues may increase our understanding at several, rather than only one, levels of analysis (Busco and Quattrone 2017; Mouritsen et al. 2009; Mouritsen and Kreiner 2016).
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